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Surgeon Simulator is bringing the ER to VR! The most critically acclaimed and infamous surgery simulation game as you have
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I passed the first surgery, but can't move on to more! I've tried reinstalling, checking the original install, but nothing helps..
Please make virtual reality helmets from Windows supported, or rather Windows mixed reality, please). I don't understand the
hate the game is getting. Everything works perfectly fine for me. Sure, you need a bit more space to play it unrestricted, but
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even than you could reset your view to move around, like I did with my Oculus Rift. And it is possible to pick up the teeth, you
just have to use a pincette. If you liked the non-Vr game or dark, macabre humor this will surely be a fun experience. Plus, you
have so many more possibilities to be 'creative' (one time, I replaced Bob's heart without having to remove the ribcage) you
don't even have to play the game as intended to have fun. And that's the game is about, at least for me.. I thoroughly enjoyed the
original Surgeon Simulator 2013, and the VR TF2 "demo" was loads of fun. Without reading a single review, I purchased this. I
regret it. The original SS was frustrating in a goofy and fun sort of way. It was part of the charm. The control scheme on the
Vive, relying heavily on the side grips, is infuriating. And not in a fun sort of way. A simple improvement might be to simply
make the side grip a toggle, allowing you to readily manipulate the index and thumb but easily keeping the other fingers out of
the way. As is, it's too annoying to bother with.. Controls are an issue here and there. But overall happy with this game.. Cool
idea but it's impossible to pass the ambulance dentist job since you cant pick up the teeth. Through rigorous trial and error, with
human experimentation, I can come to some reasonable conclusions in this game: 1. A clock radio is not a surgical instrument to
be used for brain surgery. 2. A clock radio is not a surgical instrument to be used in dental work. 3. A clock radio is not
aerodynamic, and is not suitable for surgery in a zero gravity enviornment. 4. Marbles are a reasonable subsitute for eyes 5. The
heartrate monitor in an ambulance is not a surgical instrument, despite it being used in the medical field 6. Brain surgery is best
performed in complete darkness 7. A clock radio IS a surgical instrument in performing a heart transplant. 8. There are no
repercussions for dropping teeth down a paitents throat.. Really good game so much fun but add more alien levels
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